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ABSTRACT

Robots that mimic animal locomotion may be improved by the ad-
dition of compliant parts. A proposed metric for the importance
of compliance in an animal gait is EkiEin, the ratio of the systems
peak kinetic energy to the energy input into it over one gait cycle.
In this project, I create an analytical model of a hopping robot and
a corresponding physical prototype that will serve as an experimen-
tal platform to investigate the relationship between Ek /Ei, and jump
performance. Select runs of the simulation show a positive relation-
ship between Ek/Eil and the jump height. Qualitative observation
of the physical model shows that compliant parts are able to aid in
performing a successful jump.
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Title: Professor of Mechanical Engineering
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1
INTRODUCTION

Unlike many human-made robots, animals do not rely on large mo-
tors, high power draw actuators, or single-loop control systems to
move. The dynamics of a real animal are influenced by external
forces, but also by internal forces due to the interaction of the elas-
tic muscles and tendons with the rigid bones. Hopping is one such
example: animals rely on the combination of their rigid bones and
elastic muscles and tendons to jump. In this work, I simulate and
build a simple model to investigate the contributions of an elastic
spring to a rigid hopping robot.

1.1 MOTIVATION

Animal locomotion has been shown to be influenced by elasticity
[1,2,3]. Unlike jumping robots primarily made from rigid parts, ani-
mals jump using a combination of elastic tissue and rigid structure.

Attempts exist at simulating the actuation done by soft tissue [41.
However, these robots use high bandwidth control systems rather
than compliance to ensure jump completion. The sole use of a con-
trol system is not reflective of how animals jump: though they use a
"hierarchical family of control loops" [51, animals also rely on compli-
ance in their limbs to ensure a successful gait.

Adding compliance to a jumping robot may allow it to jump with
greater efficiency, and go through a jump recovery with a simpler
control system than that required of a purely rigid robot [71. In this
project, my primary aim is to model and build such an elastic leg.

1.2 BACKGROUND

The dynamic properties of the hopping robot, can be modeled with a
mechanical oscillator consisting of a mass, spring, and dashpot.

Its equation of motion is then:

m + b + kx = F(t) (1)

Where m is the system mass, b is the damping constant, and k is the
spring constant. If we ascribe steady-state locomotion to the system
such as several jumps, it is clear that some energy must be added to

11



INTRODUCTION

Figure 1: An oscillator consisting of a mass, spring and dashpot.

the system to overcome damping and create the desired locomotion

pattern.
Additionally, since the spring is stretched and compressed at vari-

ous points during the jump, it may be seen as storing and releasing
energy that contributes to the locomotion. Hence, we can assess the
relative value of energy storage within the spring in accomplishing
the gait by comparing Ek, the system's peak kinetic energy, with Ei,
the total energy input.

The ratio of these, Ek/Ei, then, is a dimensionless variable that
describes the helpfulness of compliance in a given system and gait.
For Ek /Ei, << 1, we may say that losses dominate the gait and com-
pliance is not useful. As Ek / Ei increases, compliance becomes more
and more valuable.

Jump height is determined by the kinetic energy of the jumping
robot as it leaves the ground. Thus, to find a meaningful indicator of
the spring's value for a prescribed jump, we evaluate Ek / Ei from the
beginning of the jump phase (called "leg bending" here) and liftoff.
Hence, Ek describes the system's kinetic energy at liftoff, and Ei,, is
the sum of all energy input from the beginning of the jump to liftoff.

1.3 PROPOSED APPROACH

The goal of this project is to examine the dynamics of a simple jump-
ing leg robot with an elastic spring mounted around the outer part of
the leg.

The project will contain two parts:

i. Analytical model and simulation
The analytical is an inverse dynamic model of the leg robot.
It consists of an input gait, described by hip angle as a func-
tion of time, a geometrical determination of the hip height for

12



1.3 PROPOSED APPROACH

that given angle, and calculations of the energy stored and re-
leased by the spring. With the analytical model, we can tune
the lengths and mass of the thigh and shin linkages, as well as
the elasticity influence Ek/Ein.

2. Physical model for result validation
Building a physical model of the elastic robot is the best way to
demonstrate its applicability in robotics. It also allows valida-
tion of the simulated result, and may point to specific revisions
necessary for the numerical model to reflect a physical system's
behaviour.

Since the physical model will have a tunable spring stiffness
and mass, it can be used to demonstrate the relationship be-
tween a system's spring constant and Ek /Ein for various jump
speeds. After the project is built, it will serve as an experimen-
tal platform for studying other aspects of elasticity in animals
locomotion.

13





2
THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

A mix of analytical and experimental methods were used to investi-
gate the relationship between compliance and locomotive efficiency
of the hopping robot. The system's Ek / Ei will be found for various
input and spring parameters.

2.1 DEFINING THE LEG

The leg model is a four-bar mechanism comprised of two thigh link-
ages and a shin linkage. One thigh linkage is mounted to a motor,
and the other is passive. The passive thigh linkages are added be-
neath the actuated joints for enhanced medial and lateral stability.

Figure 2: A schematic of the leg's four-bar mechanism, with the mo-
tor (represented by a circle) mounted at the hip. Dimensions
shown are in meters.

15



THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

During preparation to jump, the spring will elongate, thus storing

potential energy that will be released after during liftoff, contribut-
ing to the gravitational potential energy of the system and hence in-
creasing the height of the jump. We may also consider a simplified
geometric model for the leg that omits the passive thight linkage, but
retains the geometry imposed by it.

H ip (xip, yhip)

8

20

Ankle (xanue, yraalk)

Knee (Xkree, yknee)

Figure 3: Geometric diagram showing actuator angle, linkage length,
and position coordinates for the ankle, knee and hip

The actuator, a Pololu, applies a torque at the hip to iterate through
a prescribed trajectory of angles, 6. Since the thigh and shin linkage
lengths are equal, the ankle angle is equal to 0, and the knee angle is
20.

In order to maximize spring elongation during the jump, the kneecap
of the robot is especially wide, as shown in Figure 4. Using this ge-
ometry, we can deduce spring elongation at a given servo angle 0:

Ax = za2 _12 - 2alcos(n - 0) (2)

This manner of mounting the spring is consistent with the config-
uration of animal's tendons on their bones. Often, animal legs have

protrusions called tubers which attach directly to the tendons. One

example of this occurs in cats' legs, as shown in Figure 5.

16
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2.2 SIMULATING THE LEG

H ip (xi:p, Ybip)

Y ..

x -

20 a -

Ankle (xane, yaanie) Outer spring
0

Figure 4: Geometric diagram including kneecap depth, a.

Figure 5: A cat's bone and tendon anatomy at the leg. Left is a draw-
ing of a cat skeleton with tubers circled. Right is a diagram
showing the attachment of two important tendons on the
leg. Courtesy of www.peteducation.com

2.2 SIMULATING THE LEG

A dynamic model of the leg may be obtained by balancing the forces
and torques on each of the linkages.

17



THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

The following simplifying assumptions have been added to the
model:

I. The thigh linkage does not have a gravitational force applied
halfway across it. Rather, since the motor dominates the mass
of the thigh, the gravitational force on the thigh acts directly on
the motor.

2. The springs, though linear on the physical model, are approxi-
mated as a single torsional spring acting at the knee joint.

Using these assumptions, we can asses the forces on the robot's
linkages and determine the energy contribution of spring contraction
throughout the gait. The forces may be divided into external forces on
the whole robot, and internal forces between the linkages, as shown
in Figure 6.

XghiP M

F F ki

Exhi

Thigh
linkage

T.5pring kti m

Shin
FY, Zan linkage

fy, ankle

Figure 6: Free body diagram of external (left) and internal (right)
forces on the leg. All forces are depicted in the positive
direction, except for gravitational.

First, we define the motion of the shin and thigh in terms of the
servo angle theta. For the shin, the center of mass lies at the center of

18



2.2 SIMULATING THE LEG

the linkage:

Yshin = sin9 (3)2

Yshin = -Ocoso (4)

Yshin = (Ocos9 - OsinO) (5)

Xshin -COSO (6)
2

Xsi" - 2sinO (7)

xs' in - (sin8 + $cos9) (8)2

Since the motor attached at the hip is much heavier than the thigh
linkages, we assume that the center of mass lies at the motor, making
the coordinates the following:

Yhip = 2lsinO (9)
yhip = 2lecosO (10)
y;ip = 21(6cosO - 0 sin 0) (11)

Due to the vertical constraint on the jumping robot,

Xhip = Xhip = Xjiip = 0 (12)

Our goal is to find Ek/Ei . Since the input energy in this robot
comes from the motor mounted at the hip, the energy input up to
liftoff is the integral of the motor torque from leg bending to liftoff.
Provided with the servo input function 0(t), we use inverse dynamics
to solve for Tnzotor, the torque applied by the motor at the hip. We be-
gin by taking a moment balance on the thigh linkage about the knee:

Tmotor + Tspring - Fx,hiplsinO - Fy,hiplCOS9 + Fg,hipgIcosO = 0 (13)

Since Fy,hip = 0 and the spring is approximated as linear about the
tip of the kneecap:

Tspring = 2klcos9 (14)

Tmotor = Fx,hi plsitO - k(7r - 20) - mmotorglcose (15)

We will find Fx,hi, through force balances on the thigh and shin. On
the thigh,

Fx,hip + Fx,knee = 0 (16)

Fx,ip= -Fx,knee (17)

19



THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

On the shin,

-Fx,knee + Fx,ankle + mlshinXsin (18)

(19)

Combining and replacing in Equ. 8,

Fx,hip = -Fx,ankle - mshin 1 (OsinO + Ocos0) (20)

To define Fxankle, we need a moment balance about the knee on the
shin linkage:

Tspring - FyanklelCOSO + Fx,ankielsinO + mlshing COSO = Ishin0  (21)

(22)

Rearranging and replacing in Equ. 14,

Fx,ankle si (Tspring + FyankIelCOSO - mshing CO + Ishin) (23)

Finally, Fy,ankle is found through y-force balance of the thigh and
shin:

Fy,ankle =Mshing + mshinysk in + mmotorg + motorYfi p (24)

Fy,ankle = mshin (g + (msin0 - $Cos0)) rmotor (g + 2l(OCOSO - 0 sin 0) )(25)

We then substitute backwards into Equ. 15 to get Tinotor.

Liftoff occurs when the normal force on the ankle becomes nega-
tive.

The kinetic energy of the robot, Ek, is the kinetic energy at liftoff.
Ek = frac12m2otorvktor + fra(12m V 1 _l (26)

The net energy input is found by integrating the torque applied by
the motor across each time step for one period of the input cycle:

= Tftof" Tmotordt. (27)

This model allows its users to predict reaction forces internal to

the leg, such as constraint forces at the hip, knee, and ankle, and to

predict external forces on the leg, like the normal force at the ankle,

for a given leg bending trajectory. From these forces, we are able

to determine the motor torque and predict the lift-off point of the

jump. Combining motor torque and movement at liftoff allows us to

quantify the energy consumption for a given jump and characterize

20



2.3 LEG PROTOTYPE

the relative benefit brought by the addition of a spring with a given
spring constant.

For easier usage, the script also generates an animation and contin-
uously updated graph showing the actuator torque and net vertical
force on the robot.

z

1.5

1

0.5

0

-0.5

-1

-1.5

-2

-2.5 a

0 2 4
Time (s)

z

0.5

0

-0.5

-1.5

-2

-2.5

-3

-3.5 -

-4 L_

0 2 4
Time(s)

Figure 7: Visual aid generated by the script which updates through-
out the simulation. From left to right: Animation of the
robot's movement, plot of actuator torque vs. time, plot of
net vertical force on the robot vs. time.

The full script can be found in the appendix.

2.3 LEG PROTOTYPE

The prototype is comprised of a motor and spring mount, thigh and
shin linkages, and a counterweight system that constrains the jump-
ing vertically.

The linkages are made from 1/4" thick acrylic, with some addi-
tional holes cut in to reduce weight. An ABS hip mount allows at-
tachment of the robot to the actuator (a Pololu gear motor), and a
counterweight system that provides a vertical constraint on the leg.

Jumping occurs when a servo mounted at the hip rotates clockwise
and is aided by a spring mounted around the outer part of the knee.
The spring used is a piece of bungee cord, assumed to be a Hookian
spring with a constant between 15 and 50 N/m.
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THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

A

~24cr

Figure 8: Schematic of the system with counterweight and lever for
vertical constraint.

0

R k12 'fr -T

0

Figure 9: Side-by-side rendering (right) and mechanical drawing (left)
showing the critical dimensions of the robot: linkage length,
kneecap radius and distance between passive and active
thighs.

As shown in Figure 6, the leg includes both an actuated (upper)
and passive (lower) thigh link. The passive link aids in causing the
leg to bend at lower servo angles and maintaining the system's lateral
stability at the knee joint. Relative positioning between the upper
and lower thigh linkages was tuned for a straight vertical jump in
SolidWorks CAD software.
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ANALYSIS

The simulation will prescribe sinusoidal motion to the motor of the
form 0(t) = C + A sin 27rft with C, a constant, as the starting hip an-
gle. By varying the input frequency and system spring constant, we
are able to determine the Ek/Ein for the system and identify the opti-
mal spring constant that maximizes Ek/Ein for a given jump motion.
For every input frequency, there exists a certain k for which Ek/Ein is
maximized. At this optimal k, the hip torque required to execute the
jump at the given frequency is minimized.

3-
- --1Hz

2.5- 
f=2Hz

. -- f=3Hz
---. -f=4Hz

2- .- f=5Hz

Lii

0.5-

01~:
0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4 0.45 0.5

K (Nm/rad)

Figure to: System EkiE i by spring constant for varying input
frequencies.

Above, Ek/Ei is plotted across spring constants ranging from o-
0.2 Nm/rad. Despite changes to the system dynamic input, its best
Ek/Ein seems to have an upper limit of roughly 2.5, indicating that
the spring can be highly beneficial in jump performance. For all of
the input frequencies shown, there exists a K for which Ek/Ein is max-
imized. This will be referred to as the "optimal spring coefficient".

Here, optimal spring coefficient seems to be close to o.05Nm/rad
for any input frequency between i and 5Hz. This may imply that
optimal spring coefficient depends only on the physical properties
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ANALYSIS

of the system, and not on the dynamic input. Further investigation
would be necessary to confirm this implication.

Additionally, in Fig. fsdkjfhs, we notice that some input frequen-
cies produce a higher Ek/Ein than others. The noticeable peak in
Ek/Ein occurs at input frequency 2Hz. Faster or slower frequencies
than this peak have a lower Ek/Ein value, indicating that the system's
physical properties suit it for jumps at certain speeds. This is paral-
leled in biological locomotion, as animals have may differently config-
ured tendons that reach different tensions depending on the kind of
gait executed [6]. To execute a jump at a higher frequency that 3Hz,
then, the robot may better utilize a different spring placement than
the one proposed in this project.

0.5
k=0.01 Nm/rad

0.4 -- / '_ k=0.O5Nm/rad

0.3 k=0.2Nm/rad

0.2

-0.1

-0.4
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1

Time (s)

Figure 1i: Torque profiles for varying spring constants at input fre-
quency = 2Hz. t=o is the time of liftoff.

This optimal spring constant has an important effect on the torque
required from the actuator. Figure L1 shows that, at input frequency
2Hz, very high counterclockwise torques are required for a higher
spring constant, while high clockwise torques are required for a lower
spring constant. For the optimal spring constant, however, a maxi-
mum torque of o.2Nm is required.

Spring constant is, then, an important element in the design of
a jumping compliant system optimized to a specific jump speed. In-
cluding a spring at the optimal spring constant may allow the builder
to use a smaller, hobby-sized servo like our Pololu gearmotor, instead
of a larger, more expensive actuator. Optimizing the spring constant
will also reduce the power draw of the final robot, as the peak torques
will be lowest.

In addition to spring constant, a builder may use this inverse dy-
namics tool to determine if the physical properties of the design are
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3.1 PHYSICAL MODEL DESCRIPTION

suited to the desired input frequency. Use of the optimal spring con-
stant has an important effect on the system energy inputs, but the
properties of the desired trajectory also determine how effectie the
spring will be.

3.1 PHYSICAL MODEL DESCRIPTION

The linkages in the model were laser cut for 1/4" thick acrylic sheets,
and the motor mount was 3 D printed with ABS plastic. Aluminium
bolts and pins secure the thigh linkages laterally around the shin. The
counterweight system was also laser cut from acrylic sheets.

Figure 12: Photo of the final robot setup including leg linkages, servo
and servo mount, and counterweight alignment system.

Qualitative observation of the leg itself indicates that the bungee
cord's elasticity has a significant effect on the robot's movement. When
the leg is bent, the cord is extended, and some force is required to
hold the leg in the bent position. In order to reduce the torques nec-
essary for the robot to jump, a counterweight can be attached to the
other half of the lever.

Figure 13: Side-by-side photos of the leg in its straightened and bent
states.
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CONCLUSION

The goal of this project was to investigate the role of compliance in
animal hopping through the creation of an analytical model and cor-
responding physical robot.

Together, the analytical model and the robot will be used for pre-
diction and validation of results indicating the relationship between
Ek/Ei, a proposed metric for the value of elasticity in locomotion,
and the input leg trajectory and Hookian constant of the spring mounted
to the robot.

The simulation allows tuning of the servo input function, spring
parameters, and robot parameters (such as mass and linkage length)
for several desired outcomes relating to practical considerations, such
as motor torque required for a jump, and performance metrics such
as jump height and gait efficiency.

The physical model is a platform upon which these various results
can be validated, as well as a tangible way to understand the nature
of compliance in animal locomotion.
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APPENDICES

5.1 SIMULATION MATLAB CODE

Ek =

Ein = []

EkEin = [];
jh = [1;
maxt [I;
mint = [I;

t=[];

tl=f1;

kEkEinMax = [];

ks = [1:50].*0.01;
amp = 30;

maxE = 0;
for j=1:80

for i=l:length(ks)
[Ek(i,j),Ein(i,j),EkEin(i,j),jh(i,j),maxt(i,j), mint(i,j), t(i,j,:), tl(i,j)] = hopper

i f EkEin(i,j)>maxE
kEkEinMax(j) = i*0.01;

maxE = EkEin(i,j);

end

end
maxE = 0;

end

maxEkEinVec = [];

for i=1:80
maxEkEinVec(i)=max(EkEin(:,i));

end

figure;
hold on;

for i=1:5
if i==l

plot(ks,EkEin(:,i),'k');
elseif i==2

plot(ks,EkEin(:,i),'r');

elseif i==3
plot(ks,EkEin(:,i),'g');

elseif i==4
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plot(ks,EkEin(:,i),'c');

elseif i==5
plot (ks,EkEin(:, i));

else
plot(ks,EkEin(:,i));

end
end

xlabel('K (Nm/rad)');

ylabel('Ek/Ein');

hold off;

figure;

hold on;

plot(kEkEinMax(l:10), '-ob');

xlabel('Input Frequency (Hz)');

ylabel('K for best Ek/Ein (Nm/rad)');

hold off;

figure;

hold on;

plot([1:80], maxEkEinVec);

xlabel('Input Frequency (Hz)');

ylabel('Max Ek/Ein reached');

hold off;

figure;

hold on;

t1[;

t5=[];

t20=[];

for i=l:300

tl(i) =t(1,2,i);

t5(i) =t(5,2,i);

t20(i) = t(20,2,i);

end

tvec = linspace(0,5,300);
plot(tvec,tl,'k');

plot (tvec,t5, 'r');

plot (tvec,t20, 'b');

%plot torque throughout jump at best k, worst k, high k for f=3

function[Ek, Ein, EkEin, jheight, maxt, mint, t, tl] = hopper(amp,f,k)

%%%%%%SYSTEM PARAMETERS

1 = 0.1215; % linkage lengths in m

11 = 1;

12 = 11;

a = 0.022; %spring brace length in m --- estiamted

%e = 0.8; %spring energy release efficiency

%spring constant
g = 9.81;

mh = 0.1; %hip (motor) mass in kg

30



5.1 SIMULATION MATLAB CODE

mk = 0.01; % knee (linkage) mass in kg

Fg = g*(mh+mk);

%reasonable speed (comparable to human jump?)-l cycle per 0.5s

%reasonable waypoints 300

%servo angles ("theta" from horizontal) goes from 30 to 150deg

t = linspace(0,5,300);

%Spring Elongation Parameters

d-init = 2*1; %spring slack length

d-last = d-init;

%%%%%Leg Bending (Ankle stationary)

%bend-angles = linspace(150/2,30/2,100);

%f=3;

%amp = 20;

T = 1/f;

bend-angles=60+amp*sin (2*pi*t*f);
bend-angles-rad = 2*pi*bend-angles/360;

theta-dot-deg = amp*2*pi*f*cos(2*pi*t*f);
theta-dot = 2*pi*theta-dot-deg/360;

theta-doubledot-deg = -amp*(2*pi*f)^2*sin(2*pi*t*f);
theta-doubledot = 2*pi*theta-doubledot-deg/360;

torque = [];

spring-elong = [I;

spring-elong-incr= [];
Fup = [];
ankle-y = [0];

t-freefall = 0;
%torque-energy
springp = [];

%Ek = (1/2)*(mh+mk)*(2*pi*f)^2*(2*pi*amp/360)^2;

Ek-vec=[];
I-shin = (mk/12)*(l^2+0.01^2);

F-y-ankle = [I;
F-x-ankle = [;

F-x-hip = [];

for i = 1:length(bend-angles)

o(i) = 2*pi*bend-angles(i)/360;

%T-spr(i) = -k*l*cos(o(i));

T-spr(i) = -k*(3.1415-2*o(i));
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F-y-ankle(i) = mk*g+ mk*(l/2)*(theta-doubledot(i)*cos(o(i))...
- sin(o(i) )*theta-dot(i)) + mh*(g+2*l*(theta-doubledot(i)*cos(o(i))...

- theta-dot(i)*sin(o(i))));

F-x-ankle(i) = (1/(l*sin(o(i))))*(T-spr(i) + F-y-ankle(i)*l*cos(o(i)) ...

- mk*g*(1/2)*cos(o(i)) + I-shin*theta-doubledot(i));

F-x-hip(i) = -F-x-ankle(i) - mk*(l/2)*(theta-doubledot(i)*sin(o(i)).

+ theta-dot (i) *cos (o(i)));

torque(i) = F-x-hip(i)*l*sin(o(i)) - T-spr(i) - mh*g*l*cos(o(i))- mh*1^2/12*th

% F-x-hip(i)*1*sin(o(i)) - T-spr(i) - mh*g*1*cos(o(i))- mh*1^2/12*theta-doubled

%torque(i) = -mk*g*-*cos(o(i)) + T-spr(i);

d = 2*sqrt(a^2 + l^2 - 2*l*a*cos(pi-o(i)));

d-d = d - dlast;
%spring-elong-incr(i) = d-d;

%spring-elong(i) = d;

%Liftoff condition: net force up on system >=O

Fup(i) = -Fg - (mh+mk)*theta-doubledot(i);

ankle-y(i) = 0;

Ek-vec(i) = abs(O.5*mk*((1/2)*theta-dot(i)*(cos(o(i))))^2 ...
+ 0.5*mh*(2*l*theta-dot(i)*cos(o(i)))^2);

if i>1

if F-y-ankle (i)>=0 %&& d-d<=0
Ek = Ek-vec(i);

B = exist('Ein');

if B==l
else
Ein = sum(abs(torque));
end

C = exist('ti');
if C==l
else

tl = t(i);
end
%disp('liftoff');
%disp(i/5);

t-freefall = t-freefall+(5/300);
%springp(i) = 0.5*k*(d-last^2 - d^2);
ankle-y(i) = ankle-y(i-1) ...

+ (0.5*mk*(l/2)*theta-dot(i)*(theta-doubledot(i)*cos(o(i))^2 ...
+ 0.5*mh*(2*l*theta-dot(i)*cos(o(i)))^2))/Fg ...
- 0.5*g*(t-freefall)^2; ...

% - i*cos(o(i))*theta-dot(i);
%disp(ankle-y (i));

if ankle-y(i) <=0

ankle-y (i) =0;
end
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else
if ankle-y(i-l)<=0.5

ankle-y(i) = 0;
t-freefall = 0;

else
t-freefall = t-freefall+(5/300);
ankle-y(i) = ankle-y(i-1) - (t-freefall)^2*0.5*g;
if ankle-y(i) <=0

ankle-y (i) =0;
end

end
end

else
ankle-y(i) = 0;

end

d-last = d;

end

% for i = 1:length(bend-angles)

% figure(l)

% subplot(1,3, 1)
% plot ([0 1*cos(o(4) ) 011, [ankle-y(i) 1*sin(o(i) )+ankle-y(i) 2*l*si~n(o(J) )+ankle-y(i) ,'-r', 'Marke.
% axis equal

% axis([ -0.04 0.15 0 0.65])
% xlabel('x-axis(m)')
% ylabel('y-axis(m)')

% %drawnow

% subp1ot(1,3,2);
plot(t(1:i),torque(1:i));

%xlabel('Time (s)')

% ylabel('Torque (N \cdot m)')
% axis([ 0 max(t) 1.2*min(torque)-0.1*max(torque) 1.2*max(torque)])

% subplot(1,3,3);
% plot (t (1:i) ,F-y-ankle (1:i));
% xlabel('Time(s)')

% ylabel('Net Force in Y (N)')
% axis([ 0 max(t) 1.2*min(F-y-ankle)-0.1*max(F-y-ankle) 1.2*max(F-y-ankle)])

% %drawnow
% end

%Ek sum(abs(Ek-vec(1:fioor(T*300))));
%Ein = sum(abs(torque(1:floor (T*300))));

A = exist('Ek');

if A==l

else
Ek=0;
Ein=l;

tl=0;

end
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EkEin = Ek/Ein;

jheight = max(ankle-y);
maxt = max(torque);

mint = min(torque);

t = torque;
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